
Letter to the editor 

It was a very disappointing meeting last night as Chief Hwitsum silenced her community in yet 

another power point presentation that glossed over the serious management problems in the 

Khowutzun Development Corporation (KDC).  Timelines that place Chief Financial Officer, Bev 

Martin as Acting CEO of the KDC corporation for more than 18 months. Chief Hwitsum said the 

corporation was struggling and could not afford two positions.  Given the dismal year with losses 

experienced over all the companies managed and operated by KDC.  Community attendance for 

this meeting was even worse than attendance at Cowichan Tribes Audit Meeting.  Questions 

requesting board of director fees and costs were not answered.  

The political conflicts of Interest were strongly stated in the Neil Sterrit Report 2010 and clearly 

stated the current Chief and GM of Cowichan Tribes did not have the business experience to 

make KDC a successful enterprise.  It is interesting that they are both still active members on the 

Board of Directors.  KDC economic development has relied heavily on Aboriginal Affairs and 

Northern Development funds.  Innovative approaches and new proposals in economic 

development must reach farther than just the small lens of AANDC- Both for KDC and 

Cowichan Tribes.   

The presentation broke down current economic ventures as revenue generating and passive 

investments.  Companies that have lost money regularly under the KDC umbrella appear as 

programs.  The Quw’utsun Culture and Conference Center is an example of this.  They have not 

operated at a profit for many years now.  This is exactly the problem, from my view.  QCCC has 

not been managed in a way that has leveraged funds to deliver programming that would make 

this business profitable.  The lack of vision for what could be a diamond in KDC’s group of 

companies is exactly why the community questions leadership in Cowichan Tribes.  A model 

that promotes financial accountability to community can be designed to strengthen KDC. The 

Board of Directors, as of August 29, 2011 were Lydia Hwitsum, Dora Wilson and Ernie Elliott.  

The Khowutzun Forest Services showed a loss of over $200, 000 stated because they harvested 

three years’ worth of forest to help Cowichan Tribes with some of their financial problems.   

The question was not answered about how much Cowichan Tribes has put into the KDC this year 

to offset the large cumulative losses of KDC businesses.  The purpose of the meeting last night 

was hard to see.  If they were trying to convince their audience (the community) that they could 

be trusted to carry out the necessary and hard work of making the KDC group of companies 

profitable, they failed miserably.  I, and the Group of The Yul Shun um Mustimuhw, do not 

believe their plan, with the rather significant absence of marketing strategies, dependence on 

proposals to AANDC for economic development, and the absence of the most crucial element, a 

forward thinking Chief Executive Officer to manage the KDC group of companies.  We need a 

CEO with strong and varied business skills to turn the KDC group of companies into a profitable 

venture.  A CEO has yet to be hired.  The money flow between Cowichan Tribes and KDC needs 

to stop.  Cowichan Tribes should not receive dividends until the KDC group of companies are all 



showing profit.  The corporation will then be the boon to the Cowichan Tribes community it was 

set up to be. 

Respectfully, 

Shelly Thorne & The Yul Shun um Mustimuhw 


